Abstract: A dependency parse uses directed edges to connect syntactically related words within a sentence. These simple sentence diagrams have proved useful for information extraction, machine translation, semantic clustering, and other NLP tasks.

Finding the most probable dependency parse is a combinatorial optimization problem. Usually it is handled by dynamic programming or graph algorithms. Unfortunately, exact approaches become slow or NP-hard if the probability distribution over dependency parses is defined to consider interactions among the edges, or interactions between edges and other graph annotations.

We attack this problem by formulating dependency parsing as a graphical model with the novel ingredient of global constraints. We show how to apply loopy belief propagation (BP), a simple and effective tool for approximate learning and inference. As a parsing algorithm, BP is both asymptotically and empirically efficient. Even with model features that would make exact parsing slow or NP-hard, BP needs only $O(n^3)$ time with a small constant factor. Furthermore, such features significantly improve parse accuracy over exact first-order methods. Incorporating additional features would increase the runtime additively rather than multiplicatively.
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